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Abstract 

Scheduling plays a significant role in parallel computing 

environment to assign resources to end users. Various 

scheduling techniques have been designed in the literature to 

schedule jobs in parallel environment. However, these 

techniques suffer from various issues such as stuck in local 

optima, not support deadline constraint, poor convergence 

speed etc. Therefore, in this paper a novel deadline constraint 

aware Multi-objective dragonfly optimization is proposed. 

Makespan and flowtime are used to design multi-objective 

fitness function. Extensive experiments are done by tuning the 

various parameters of proposed technique. Experimental 

analysis reveals that the proposed technique performs better 

than existing job scheduling strategies. 

Keywords: Scheduling, Multi-objective Dragonfly Algorithm, 

Makespan, Deadline, Flowtime 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Over the past few years, clusters and distributed memory 

multiprocessors have gained a lot of attention. Multi- cluster 

systems are consisting of several geographically distributed 

clusters provide large computation power as compared to single 

cluster. [1] Due to large groups being able to share the multi-

cluster, job turnaround time is reduced and system utilisation 

becomes high. This leads to increase in job sizes by permitting 

jobs to use processors in several clusters concurrently i.e. to 

employ co-allocation [2]. Suppose in a cluster a job is waiting 

in the ready queue. This job may require more nodes than 

number of available nodes on its cluster, but in collection there 

may be enough nodes in the multi-cluster to accommodate the 

job. Then the job is called co-allocated if it was mapped onto 

nodes that were borrowed from other clusters. [3] Also, the 

execution time of the co-allocated job itself as well as that of 

the other co-allocated job can be affected by the amount of 

communication produced by each co-allocated job. [4] 

Due to an exceptional increase in the number of resources in 

different organizations, effective algorithms are required for 

job scheduling. Scheduling in a heterogeneous multi-cluster 

environment is considered as an NP-hard problem i.e.  why 

population-based meta-heuristics are used to obtain near 

optimal solutions. [5] Scheduling problems can be solved using 

mainly two types of algorithms:-Deterministic Algorithms and 

Approximate Algorithms. The latter are considered because 

they tend to give near optimal solutions for large-scale 

problems in reasonable time.  The former however, are not 

suitable for large-scale problems as they do not guarantee to 

provide optimal solutions even though they take lesser time. 

Multi-cluster environments are a set of connected 

clusters(computers) that work together to offers high-

performance computing for solving large number of 

optimization problems. These clusters are connected via a 

dedicated interconnection network.  

Multi-objective problems are the problems having multiple 

objectives, generally in a conflicting nature. [6]. So, as to 

resolve, Pareto optimal solution are used which signify the best 

trade-offs among the objectives. These optimizations can be 

expressed as a minimizing or maximizing each objective that is  

Minimization 

𝐻(𝑡) = {𝐻1(𝑡), 𝐻2(𝑡), … … … 𝐻𝑀(𝑡)}                    (1) 

Subject to: 

  𝐷𝑖(𝑡) ≥ 0, 𝑖 = 1,2,3,4, … … … … . . 𝑝                    (2) 

𝐷𝑖(𝑡) = 0, 𝑖 = 1,2,3 … … … . . . 𝑟                           (3) 

𝑙𝑏𝑖 ≥ 𝑡𝑖 ≥ 𝑢𝑏𝑖 , 𝑖 = 1,2, … … … 𝑚                        (4) 

 Where t is the decision vector that represent a solution; 

M defines total objectives, p denotes inequality constraints, 

with r equality constraints, and [𝑙𝑏𝑖 , 𝑢𝑏𝑖] are the boundaries of 

𝑖𝑡ℎ variable. [7] 

Multi-objective Dragonfly algorithm consist of a set of non-

dominated solutions which is known as pareto optimal set. 

 

Pareto Dominance: - 

𝐻(𝑡) = {𝐻1(𝑡), 𝐻2(𝑡), … … . 𝐻(𝑡)}                        (5) 

Consists of M objectives. Consider two solution vectors 

𝑡1𝑎𝑛𝑑  𝑡2Then solution 𝑡1 is said to dominate 𝑡2 if it satisfied 

below two conditions: - 

∀𝑗∈ {1,2,3, … … . 𝑀}: 𝐻𝑗(𝑡1) ≤ 𝐻𝑗(𝑡2)                    (6) 

∃𝑘∈ {1,2, … … 𝑀}: 𝐻𝑘(𝑡1) ≤ 𝐻𝑘(𝑡2)                       (7) 

From the above two conditions (6), (7) if any one condition is 

violated, the solution 𝑡1   does not dominate the solution   𝑡2            

Pareto optimal set: A set containing Pareto optimal solutions is 

known as Pareto optimal set. 

Pareto optimal front: - A set containing   Pareto optimal 

solutions corresponding to objective values. 

The paper is organised as follows. section 2, covers the related 

work. Section 3 describes MODA in a detailed manner. 

Experimental setup and comparative analysis of the proposed 

technique with existing techniques has been shown in Section 

4. Finally, conclusions are presented in section 5. 
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RELATED WORK 

Mandeep Kaur et al. (2018)[8] presented a multi-objective 

bacterium foraging optimization technique to schedule jobs by 

considering multi-objective tradeoffs among objectives 

functions in grid environment. An adaptive chemotaxis 

approach is used in MOBFOA to avoid premature 

convergences and to ensure that proposed algorithm converges 

towards pareto-optimal front.  

Li Liu et al. (2017) [9] proposed a constrained genetic 

algorithm with adaptive penalty function for scheduling 

without parameter tuning in clouds. The algorithm uses 

crossover and mutation probabilities in order to prevent 

premature convergence while satisfying the deadline.  

Yue‐Shan Chang et.al (2017)[10] proposed an agent-based 

scheduling algorithm with deadline constraint to achieve the 

objective of minimum resource utilization and lower prediction 

error rate in federated cloud environment 

Yongsheng et al. (2016)[11] proposed a scheduling algorithm 

to schedule non-linear parallel jobs in meteorological Cloud. 

The algorithm considers four characteristics of the jobs 

concurrently such as   execution time, job deadlines, assigned 

resources, and system loads. The effectiveness and overall 

performance of scheduling algorithm are illustrated through 

simulations using Weather Research and Forecasting model.  

Attiya et al. (2016) [12] proposed two choices scheduling 

algorithm with the objective of reducing makespan as well as 

load balancing. The algorithm randomly chooses a least loaded 

machine. for assigning job rather than one machine. 

Shirin et al. (2014) [13] proposed a hybrid batch job 

scheduling in a grid environment that combines Genetic 

algorithm and particle swarm optimization to minimize 

makespan and flowtime. Results shows there is reduction to 

when compare to heuristic such min-max, discrete particle 

swarm optimization-min.. 

Ying Chang-tian et al. (2012) [14] describes scheduling of 

independent tasks in parallel environment with the main of 

minimize makespan along with energy usage as a scheduling 

consideration. Both algorithms utilize the techniques regarding 

double fitness to identify that performance.  

  

Chitra et al. (2010) [15] presented a multi-objective 

evolutionary algorithms (MOEA) with the objective minimum 

makespan, average flow-time and maximization of reliability 

0f scheduling problem in heterogeneous environment. The 

paper describes that MOEA provides a well pareto optimal 

fronts single run.  

Yuming Xu et.al (2014) [16] proposed a multiple priority 

queues genetic algorithm (MPQGA) in a heterogeneous 

computing system in which a priority is assigned to each 

subtask and for the mapping of task to processor an earliest 

finish time strategy is used. 

 

PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

Dragonfly algorithm (DA) is an multi-objective optimization 

technique inspired from ordinary behavior of dragonflies, 

ideally dependent on exploration and exploitation. The 

dragonfly creates sub-warms around various areas for 

navigating, food searching and survival from enemies which is 

useful for convergence towards pareto-optimal solutions and 

coverage of optimal solution along the objectives. 

The objective of multi-response optimization approach is to 

find out accurate approximation of true Pareto optimal 

solutions with uniform coverage across all objectives. As 

swarms of living creature follow living instincts so dragonfly 

individuals must have attracted toward efficient utilization of 

resources. Swarming behaviour of the dragonfly are discussed 

by these following major factors. 

For simulating dragonflies, swarming behaviour the 

characteristics must be mathematically demonstrated in 

following Section. The below table is described Nomenclature 

of the above equations: 

Vk Position of kth neighbouring individual 

P Total number of jobs 

UK Velocity of the kth  neighbouring jobs 

V− Distraction from Enemy 

V+ Speed of current server 

∆V Step vector 

Si Separation 

S Separation weight 

Yi Job scheduling 

Wi Attraction 

W Food factor 

E Inertia weight 

Zi Allocation matrix 

z Cohesion Weight 

Di Distraction 

Y Alignment Weight 

d enemy factor 

C Iteration number 

g Dimension of position vectors 

z1,z2 Random number in [0,1] 

 

1) The separation is modelled as: 

Xi =  − ∑ V −P
K=1 VK                                            (9) 

2) Job scheduling is computed as: 

Yi =
∑ UP

K=1

P
                                                         (10) 

 

3) The allocation matrix is computed as: 

Zi=  
∑ VK

P
K=1

P
 –V                                                  (11) 

4) Attraction towards scheduling is calculated as: 

Wi=V+ − V                                                         (12) 

5) Distraction outwards an enemy (i.e. remaining resources) is 

quantified as follows: 

Di=V−+V                                                            (13) 
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From the combinations of above motions for each iteration the 

corrective pattern of dragonfly individual is determined. The 

position (V) and a step vector ∆V is used for updating the 

position of Dragonfly in each iteration. Following step vector, 

demonstrates the motion orientation for each dragonfly 

individual,   

∆Vc+1=(xXi+yYi + zZi + wWi + dDi) +e∆VC     (14) 

Furthermore, the position vectors is computed as : - 

Vc+1 = Vc + ∆Vc+1                                           (15)   

In optimization from the use of separation, alignment, 

cohesion, food, and enemy factors (x, y, z, a and d), various 

explorative and exploitative behaviors’ can be achieved. In 

order to improve randomness, when no neighbouring solutions 

dragonflies are required to fly around the search space using a 

random walk (Levy flight). From the following equation, the 

position of dragonflies can be updated: - 

VC+1 = Vc + Levy(g) × Vc                                (16) 

The Levy flights calculated as follows: - 

Levy(x) = 0.01 ×
z1×σ

|Z2|
1
F

                                       (17) 

F is a constant. 

σ = (
τ(1+F)×sin(

πF

2
)

τ(
1+F

2
)×F×2(

F−1

2
)
)

1

F
                                        (18) 

 where, τ(x) = (x − 1)! 

 

 

Figure.1.1: The flowchart of proposed methodology 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSION 

This section describes the performance analysis in terms of 

Makespan and Flowtime. For performing experiments, a 

heterogeneous multi-cluster environment is created. 

comprising of 4 clusters. Each cluster has a varying 

computational speed. The experiment evaluation is done 

using 300,500,700 set of jobs are used. 

 

Table 1: Overview: heterogeneous multi-cluster 

environment 

No. of Clusters Resources Speed 

1 32 1 

2 32 2 

3 32 3 

4 32 4 

 

A. Flow Time 

The flow time of a schedule provides a a method of measuring 

of the average time period which a job requires inside a 

computer system as well as the average number of incomplete 

jobs in the system. It can also describe as the sum of the 

completion times of all jobs within the system. 

𝐹𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 =
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 + 𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑤𝑎𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒

𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑗𝑜𝑏𝑠
 

 

B. Makespan 

The sum total period of time needed to complete a group of 

jobs is known as makespan. [17] 

 

C.  Miss rate: It is total number of jobs that missed the 

deadline  

Miss rate =  
 Completed Jobs 

Total Jobs
× 100 

 

D Deadline: -It refers to instant of time through which a job 

must be completed. 

𝐷𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒 = 𝐴𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑣𝑎𝑙 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑎 𝑗𝑜𝑏 + 𝐴 ∗ 𝐵𝑢𝑟𝑠𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑎 𝑗𝑜𝑏 

Here A is calculated as: - 

= 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑() ∗ (𝐴𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝐴𝑚𝑖𝑛) + 𝐴𝑚𝑖𝑛 

Where the values of 𝐴𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 1 𝑜𝑟1.5𝑜𝑟2, 

                                    𝐴𝑚𝑖𝑛 = 0.1 

The performance analysis is conducted by varying the values 

of the parameters such as number of jobs, processor and 

constant parameter. Results that proposed algorithm 

outperforms better result than existing algorithm. 

 

 

Figure 2. (a) 

 

Figure 2. (b) 

Figure 2(a). and Figure 2(b) indicates the comparison of 

MOGA and MODA in terms of makespan and flowtime by 

varying job size and keeping fixed processors. i.e(128) 

 

 

 

Figure 3. Comparison of makespan with 500 jobs and 

(128,96,64) processors 
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Figure 4. Comparison of Flowtime by varying number of 

processor. 

 

Figure 5(a) 

 

 

Figure 5(b) 

Figure 5(a) and 5(b): depicts the comparison of Makespan 

and Flowtime obtained in terms of ∝. 

 

 

Figure 6. Comparison of MOGA and MODA in terms of 

makespan for 500jobs with 𝐴𝑚𝑎𝑥(1,1.5,2) 

 

Figure 7. comparison of MOGA and MODA in terms of 

flowtime for 500jobs 

 

 

Figure 8(a) 
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Figure 8(b) 

Figure 8(a) and 8(b) indicates the comparison of makespan 

& flowtime in terms of 𝐴𝑚𝑎𝑥 value with 900 jobs. The result 

shows that the 𝐴𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 1 for deadline evaluation provides 

significant results compared to other 𝐴𝑚𝑎𝑥 value i.e. (1.5, 2) 

 

CONCLUSION 

Extensive review of existing scheduling techniques shows 

that designing an efficient job scheduling technique is an ill-

posed problem. The effect of deadline constraint is neglected 

by majority of existing researchers while designing a meta-

heuristic based job scheduling technique. Therefore, in this 

work, a novel deadline aware job scheduling technique is 

proposed. Additionally, multi-objective dragonfly is used to 

assign resources to end users’ jobs. The proposed technique 

has been designed and Implemented in the MATLAB 2017 

toolbox with the help of wireless communication toolbox. 

Extensive experiments indicate that the proposed technique 

outperforms existing techniques in terms of makespan and 

flow time. 

This work has not considered that effect of server failure 

while designing the scheduling technique. In near future, a 

suitable failure aware jobs scheduling technique will be 

designed. 
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